Wine Tasting Has Gone To The Dogs...
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Chardonnay with your Sharpei
A nice Cabernet with your Chesapeake Bay
magine yourself on a late
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Smoking Loon Merlot to name a few.
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California wines while having hors
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life frolicking with a few dozen new
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friends just steps away. New friends,
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wine, food and dogs playing. We’ve

House. The tasting was conducted by

heard of wine pairings before, but
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this is definitely a new twist. This

Ironstone Vineyards. Award winning

wonderful idea is the brainchild of Jeff
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doggie daycare in Englewood.
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Jeff was approached earlier this

or “Mutt” Fire Hydrant Red and

year by a former employee and
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member of The Denver Doggie
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tastings come to pass? One of The

The Dog House.

losing it’s organizer and needed

Dog House’s daycare clients is a wine

new leadership or they would have

distributor. Jeff discussed the Denver

The Denver Doggie Happy Hour
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Doggie Happy Hour group with her

Group plans more wine tastings

the group and took the helm in

and the rest is history.

in addition to a barbecue and other
events in the months to come. For

late February. Let’s just say he has

Rescue one today !!!

wasted no time scheduling fun and
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more information on how to join this

interesting events for dog lovers and
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fun group of dog lovers, check out
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A dozen California and Washington

www.meetup.com.
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